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In Davos on Tuesday, President Donald Trump pledged
the United States to a major global project to plant a
trillion trees worldwide in the next decade. In almost

any previous administration, that announcement would
have been the centrepiece of the president’s speech to the
World Economic Forum, focusing this year on climate
change amid Australia’s wildfires and faster than expected
progress towards renewable energy generation.

Instead, Trump grabbed the agenda in a very different
way, lambasting climate change campaigners as “prophets
of doom” making “predictions of apocalypse” and pledging
that America would defend its economy. Like almost every
other major action the president takes this year, it paints an
unambiguous picture of both how he sees the world and
intends to use that framing to win a second term.

It is, as always, an unambiguously divisive approach that
Trump knows will antagonize his rivals and, he hopes,
mobilise his base. That, he clearly feels, is best done by going
on the offensive. Liberal outrage and alarm over draconian
measures against migrants, trade wars or risky foreign
actions such as the killing of Iranian Major-General Qassem
Soleimani, Trump appears to be betting, may simply play into
his hands with the demographics that he really needs.

He will hope the same will be true of slamming hardline
climate campaigners like Greta Thunberg, whom he did not
mention by name but who was in the auditorium to hear
him speak. Climate change is rising up the priority list for
US voters - one poll by Yale and George Mason University
climate change departments in May showed as many as 40
percent saying it might influence their choices. But those
voters, of course, remain amongst the least likely to
embrace Trump.

Strikingly, he painted the pledge to contribute to the
trillion trees - a project of the World Economic Forum
supported by the UN Environment Program and the Food
and Agriculture Organization - as “conserving the majesty
of God’s creation”. Evangelical Christian voters are at the
heart of Trump’s strategy, whatever his personal faith, an

approach that has underpinned embracing sometimes con-
troversial preachers and appointing judges keen to roll
back access to abortion. The next major global climate
summit will be in Glasgow in November - less than a week
after the US presidential election on the 3rd of that month.
For Trump, that likely means doubling down on this kind of
rhetoric.

‘Absolute power’
Globally, on climate at least, sentiment appears to be

shifting - with high-profile extreme weather events such as
the Australian bushfires potentially providing a political turn-
ing point even in traditionally sceptical countries. Last year’s
“yellow vest” protests in France, however, remain a potent
reminder of public resistance to efforts to change behavior
through steps like fuel tariffs. “These alarmists always
demand the same thing - absolute power to dominate, trans-
form and control every aspect of our lives,” said Trump.

Such words will grab headlines - but pointedly, Trump
did not dispute the science. The Yale and George Mason
study showed 73 percent of registered US voters believed
climate change was happening - 95 percent of liberal
Democrats, 88 percent of Democrats defining themselves
as “moderate” or “conservative”, 68 percent of
liberal/moderate Republicans and just 40 percent of con-
servative Republicans.

The numbers who believe that warming is mostly
caused by humans remain notably lower - 59 percent of
registered voters, 84 percent of liberal Democrats, 70 per-
cent of moderate/conservative Democrats, 55 percent of
liberal/moderate Republicans - 14 points higher than in
October 2017 - and only 26 percent of conservative
Republicans.

Intriguingly, though, support for action to lower green-
house gas emissions turns out to be more widespread than
believing in the underlying science: 76 percent of voters
say they believe emissions should be cut regardless of
what other countries do, while 77 percent told pollsters

they thought Trump was wrong to quit the Paris Climate
Agreement. As before, those results are heavily partisan,
with liberal Democrats hugely more likely than conserva-
tive Republicans to back anti-climate action.

Not a hoax, not an emergency?
An October focus group in the key swing states of

Ohio, Minnesota and Wisconsin reported by news website
Axios provides a more nuanced view. By and large, those
involved believe climate change is a genuine concern, cer-
tainly not a hoax. But they also did not feel that it was a
genuine emergency requiring radical action.

Like so much in the modern world, this is a global as
much as a national political dividing point. Ahead of the
Glasgow climate summit, the United Nations, most major
Western governments and increasingly multinational firms
are on a very similar page. Investment bank Goldman
Sachs announced this year it was getting out of invest-
ments it judged to be contributing to climate change, while
a tsunami of investment stands ready to pour into renew-
able energy and associated projects as the technology
becomes available.

Already, the International Energy Agency says renew-
able energy generation is growing faster than expected -
making up 26 percent of the total world production - and
could expand by 50 percent in the next five years, pow-
ered by growth in solar energy in particular. Costs of the
latter are predicted to fall 15-35 percent by 2024 - but
emerging economies, particular China, will remain heavily
dependent on coal while the green industrial revolution
could prove devastating to energy producing states such
as Russia and Saudi Arabia.

If predictions that the world is reaching a tipping point
in climate change, ushering in more Australia-style
extreme events, that may be enough to win the interna-
tional argument, even amongst Trump-supporting rural
dwellers who distrust the concept now. But that may not
bother Trump. He is focused on November. — Reuters  

Trump frames climate change as global culture war

He shoots, he scores! 
Putin’s hockey passion 
shapes Russian elite 

When Vladimir Putin unveiled his new govern-
ment this week, several top officials had some-
thing in common with the Russian president: A

love of lacing up and hitting the ice for a hockey game.
Since Putin discovered a passion for hockey and founded
the amateur Night Hockey League in 2011, prowess on
the ice has become a sort of bellwether for Russia’s polit-
ical elite. Few had heard of Mikhail Mishustin, the little-
known tax chief, before Putin named him as prime minis-
ter in a sweeping political shake-up.

Unless, that is, they were followers of the amateur
league, where Mishustin is a regular player. “Since Putin
laced up his skates, it is clear that hockey has become the
most popular sport among senior officials and business-
men,” Moscow-based political analyst Evgeny
Minchenko said. “It’s now like golf in the United States.”

Hundreds of amateur teams across Russia now take
part in the Night Hockey League - or NHL in a sly refer-
ence to the North American professional league. Team
members gather at night after work to let off steam on
the ice and chat in the locker room. Most are just groups

of friends, but in some cases the teams bring together
some of Russia’s most powerful and influential figures. 

Putin the MVP 
Putin of course does not play every week, but takes

part in several gala matches per year, wearing No. 11 and
often playing in the centre position. A judo blackbelt, the
67-year-old has made sport and healthy living a central
theme of his presidency. He reportedly fell in love with
hockey at 58 and trained in the evenings after work. His
appearances at the gala matches are shown on national

television - his team inevitably victorious and Putin the
most valuable player.  In the last match in December,
played on a rink on Red Square, Putin scored more than
half the goals to lead his team to an 8-5 win, helped by
hockey legends like Pavel Bure. In another match in Sochi
last May Putin scored nine goals, though video emerged of
him slipping during a victory lap and nearly faceplanting.
But more important than the number of goals Putin scores
are the players who take part in the league alongside him. 

Mishustin has played in the league’s Premier team,
made up of top government officials and staff, as well as
being on the board of CSKA - a Moscow team in the
professional Kontinental Hockey League. Longtime
Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu, who retained his post
when Putin announced the new government on Tuesday,
also plays with the president in the gala matches. 

In goal for many of those games is Alexei Dyumin, the
47-year-old governor of the Tula region in western
Russia and Putin’s former bodyguard. Dyumin has held
several senior military posts and reportedly oversaw spe-
cial forces operations during Russia’s 2014 annexation of
Crimea. Brothers Arkady and Boris Rotenberg, childhood
friends of Putin and now vastly rich businessmen, are also
regularly on the ice. Arkady, who is also chairman of the
Hockey Federation of Russia, won a multi-billion-dollar
government contract in 2015 to build a bridge to Crimea.

Billionaire tycoon Gennady Timchenko, the board
chairman of the KHL and under US sanctions over
Crimea, is also a regular player, as is nickel magnate
Vladimir Potanin. — AFP

After four decades of 
war, Afghan widows 
battle for homes

After her husband was killed and their home in
Baghlan province torched in Afghanistan’s long-
running war, Nasim Gul fled nearly 200 miles to

Kabul with her four children and moved in with her
cousin, sewing clothes to eke out a living. As a widow,
Gul could not claim the small plot of land her husband
had tended, nor was she welcome in her family home,
which she had left as a young bride. “Without my hus-
band, it was very difficult for me to find a home,” said
Gul, 45, who wears a burqa that covers her from head
to toe when she steps outside the home. “It has been
hard living with my cousin for nine years. But no one
was willing to give a home to a single woman,” she said.

Gul is one of an estimated 2 million widows in
Afghanistan who have been disproportionately affected
by the war. Often uneducated and with few livelihood
options, they are also generally denied a share of land
and property, even though these rights are recognized
in the Afghan constitution, its Civil Code and in Islamic
sharia law, women’s rights groups say. Security of
tenure is usually tied to men, and Afghan cultural norms
and customary practices often deny women these
rights, particularly those who are widowed or divorced,
said Sheila Qayumi at the nonprofit Equality for Peace
and Democracy.

“Especially in the provinces, women face severe
restrictions and are treated no better than a cow or a
goat. They have no rights, and their names are generally
not on any documents, so it can be hard for them to claim
their legal rights,” she said. “Divorced and widowed
women often have to live in the homes of their male rela-
tives or in-laws, where they can also face harassment or
violence if they claimed their land or property rights. So
they often give up their claim to avoid that.”

Harassment and hurdles
Women have made huge strides in the conservative

country since a ban during Taleban rule of 1996 to 2001
from school, work, politics and going outside without a
male relative. But while growing numbers of women
now complete education and work in previously male
bastions, they continue to face harassment and hurdles,
human rights groups say. This is true particularly of
housing, land and property. Only about 12 percent of
land in Afghanistan is arable, according to the World
Bank, and 40 years of conflict have left warlords and
powerful landlords in control.

Today, about 2.5 million registered refugees in the
world are from Afghanistan, the highest number after
Syria, according to the United Nations. In addition,
more than 2 million have been internally displaced by
the fighting. As hundreds of thousands of Afghan
refugees are forced back, or return of their own accord,
many have opted to settle in cities for work and have
struggled to find housing. So, they have built illegal
homes on any patch of available land.

These informal structures make up more than two-
thirds of the settlements in big cities including Kabul,
according to government authorities. Housing for
returning refugees and female-headed households is a
priority, said Arifullah Arif, plan and policy director for
the Ministry of Urban Development and Land. The gov-
ernment aims to hand out at least 200,000 apartments
and plots this year, and build additional housing as
required, he said in an interview. It also aims to give one
million “Occupancy Certificates” to informal settlers
over the next three years. The certificate protects the
holder from eviction for five years, after which they are
eligible to apply for a land title.

Unusually for Afghanistan, the certificates are issued
in the names of both the husband and wife, and just the
woman in the case of female-headed households. In
Kabul’s District 1, the smallest of the city’s 22 districts,
about 550 households - out of more than 9,600 - have
received Occupancy Certificates, many of them female-
headed households, said deputy municipal director
Wahida Samadi. 

“Putting the names of women on the certificates has
had a major impact, culturally and psychologically,” she
told the Thomson Reuters Foundation in her office.
“With the joint title, women are more secure that they
won’t be divorced or abandoned by their husbands. For
widows, it means more security and a place in society,”
she said.

For Rogul Yermal, 62, a widow who received an
Occupancy Certificate two years ago, it has meant just
that. When her husband died 15 years ago, his male
cousin tried to oust her several times from her modest
home on a hillside. He only backed off when her young
sons resisted, she said. Since she got the certificate,
Yermal has painted her 100-sq-m home and used the
document as collateral for a bank loan for a house for
her youngest son. “I never had any documents in my
name before,” she said. “Since I got the certificate, I feel
safe and can sleep well, knowing no one can take my
house from me.” — Reuters

Japanese maker pushes 
umami overhaul for 
much-maligned MSG 

Umami-bomb or toxic allergen? There are perhaps
few condiments as controversial as MSG, but most
scientists say it’s safe, and now a Japanese firm is

trying to give it a reputation overhaul. In much of the
world, monosodium glutamate or MSG is a beloved ingre-
dient. It’s in stock cubes and potato chips, and sprinkled
on everything from soups to salads, adding a savory flavor
sometimes referred to as umami or the “fifth taste”.

It was invented in commercial form in Japan by Kikunae
Ikeda, who founded the firm Ajinomoto to sell the product
at home and abroad. At Ajinomoto’s factory outside of
Tokyo, a steady stream of visitors join tours where they
sample miso soup with and without MSG, and snap selfies
with the firm’s mascot - the red and white AjiPanda. But
elsewhere the substance is regarded as less benign, with
articles dubbing it a “killer condiment” and people report-
ing side-effects including headaches, sweats and flushing.

The unsavory reputation dates back decades, to a 1968
letter in the New England Journal of Medicine by Chinese-
American doctor Robert Ho Man Kwok. He described
symptoms he experienced while eating at Chinese restau-
rants in the US, including “numbness at the back of the
neck... general weakness and palpitation”. His Chinese

friends - “all well educated” - experienced similar sensa-
tions, he wrote. He proposed several potential reasons,
including soy sauce, cooking wine, MSG, or high sodium
content, and suggested “friends in the medical field”
research this “peculiar syndrome”. The letter was picked
up by the media and made its way into the public imagina-
tion, creating a lasting association between MSG and vari-
ous, poorly defined health effects.

‘Unfounded claims’ 
But most scientific research suggests “Chinese restau-

rant syndrome” is a myth. The US Food and Drug
Administration labels MSG “generally recognized as safe”,
the same as salt, corn syrup or caffeine. Authorities in
Europe, Australia and elsewhere also rate it safe to con-
sume. “The long-standing claim that intake of MSG in food
causes ‘Chinese restaurant syndrome’ in humans is
unfounded,” Guoyao Wu, a professor of animal science at
Texas A&M University who has studied MSG, told AFP.

Some of the experiments suggesting MSG is harmful
involve administering huge doses or injecting the com-
pound directly into muscle or brain tissue. “Well-con-
trolled scientific experiments have not shown any adverse
effects of oral MSG... on healthy people or relevant animal
models,” Wu said. That’s the message that Ajinomoto is
now pushing in a $10-million, three-year PR blitz. “There’s
really no doubt that it’s a safe food ingredient,” insists Tia
M. Rains, who is heading up Ajinomoto’s campaign.

The message is directed primarily at the US, where the
firm has staged a “World Umami Forum” and enlisted food
experts to sway public opinion. MSG was once popular
with American cooks, sold under the brand Accent. But

now Ajinomoto mostly sells directly to businesses, which
put MSG in popular products from potato chips to salad
dressings. The project comes with a shift already under-
way in the Western food world. Not only is umami a well-
established concept, but authorities from food science
writer Harold McGee to Michelin-starred chef David
Chang have pushed back against the idea that MSG is
dangerous. In Japan, there isn’t much of a debate about the
product, said Kazumi Masuda, who runs the cooking
school Tokyo Cook. Her students are taught to extract
umami from traditional ingredients, including kombu sea-
weed, but she sees no harm in using MSG-laden stock
cubes, particularly for busy home cooks. — AFP

Monosodium glutamate (MSG) products of the Ajinomoto
food company are displayed at a supermarket in Tokyo on
Jan 20, 2020. — AFP 

Russian President Vladimir Putin (right) and Defense
Minister Sergei Shoigu take part in a friendly match of
the Night Hockey League on an ice rink in Red Square in
downtown Moscow on Dec 29, 2018. — AFP 

US President Donald Trump looks back as a question from the press is shouted after a press conference at the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland yesterday. — AFP 


